
Wool Buyers at Shaniko
By Unknown

This photograph features wool buyers at Shaniko in eastern Wasco County. In 1910, the
approximate date of this photograph, Shaniko was a major transportation hub linking central and
Eastern Oregon to larger markets throughout the United States.

The name “Shaniko” derives from the surname of August Schernecknau, a German emigrant. In
1874,  Schernacknau and his family settled near Cross Hollows, a stop on the stagecoach line
linking The Dalles to Canyon City. Schernacknau and his family eventually left Cross Hollows after
ten years of managing the local stage stop. However, when a group of local businessmen and
farmers began developing plans for a new town site that would be located on the proposed
Columbia Southern rail line into central Oregon, they decided that the name of the new town should
be “Shaniko,” a common pronunciation of the name Schernacknau. These town promoters located
the new settlement on the hill above Cross Hollows. The first train arrived in Shaniko in May 1900.

Within a year, two financiers from The Dalles, B.F. Laughlin and W. Lord, constructed a huge wool
warehouse in Shaniko, the largest in Oregon at the time. Shaniko quickly became a major trade
center for the wool produced in central and eastern Oregon. In 1903 Shaniko was referred to as the
“Wool Capital of the World” after three wool sales brought in the largest total sale of wool on record
to date. The next year, sheepmen sold an estimated five million dollars worth of wool to buyers in
Shaniko. During this first decade of the twentieth century, Shaniko’s future seemed assured.
However, in 1911 the town’s fortunes changed dramatically. That year, the Oregon Trunk Railroad,
which ran along the Deschutes Canyon, was completed. The new line linking Bend and Madras to
the Columbia Gorge soon began to draw business away from the more isolated Shaniko. In
addition, a fire destroyed much of the downtown business district and there were no funds to
reconstruct the damaged buildings. Although homesteaders, ranchers, and sheepmen continued to
reside in the area, Shaniko never regained its former prominence.
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